Precedence: ROUTINE

Date: 08/28/2008

To: Sacramento

From: Sacramento

Squad 013

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 240vas01.ec.wpd

Case ID #: 800A-SC-C41452 (PENDING) — /
800A-SC-C41452 (PENDING) — /
800A-SC-C41452 (PENDING) — /
800A-SC-C41452 (PENDING) — /
800A-SC-C41452 (PENDING) — /
800A-SC-C41452 (PENDING) — /
800A-SC-C41452 (PENDING) — /
800A-SC-C41452 (PENDING) — /

Title: DOMAIN SUB FILES;
INTELLIGENCE ADMINISTRATION;
FIELD INTELLIGENCE GROUP;
SACRAMENTO DIVISION;

Synopsis: Announce creation of domain sub files for Sacramento Field Intelligence Group.

Details: The 800 series has been established for the Intelligence Program. Classification characters have been approved by the Office of Intelligence, HQ FBI; it is requested that the following characters and local sub-programs be accomplished:

Open SUB 800A-SC-C41452 for materials related to domain management coordination concerning matters.

Open SUB 800A-SC-C41452 for materials related to domain management coordination concerning matters.

-Open SUB 800A-SC-C41452 for materials related to domain management coordination concerning matters.
To: Sacramento  From: Sacramento
Re: ??05/25/2006

Open SUB 800A-SC-C41452 for materials related to domain management coordination concerning matters.

Open SUB 800A-SC-C41452 for materials related to domain management coordination concerning matters.

Open SUB 800A-SC-C41452 for materials related to domain management coordination concerning matters.

Open SUB 800A-SC-C41452 for materials related to domain management coordination concerning matters.

The above listed intelligence classifications are scheduled to be implemented upon receipt of this communication.